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(1) Self-initiated 

(2) Future-focused

(3) Involves change

Defining Elements of Proactive 
Behavior



Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational states

Can do

Reason to

Energized to

Proactive 
behavior

Positive 
outcomes

•Self efficacy predicts:
- taking charge (Morrison & Phelps)
- personal initiative (Frese et al., 2007; Ohly & Fritz, 2007)
- proactive problem solving & idea implementation (Parker et al., 2006)
- proactive strategic behaviour (Parker & Collins, in press)
- suggestion making (Axtell et al., 2000)

Motivational Model of Proactive Behavior
(Parker et al., 2009)



Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational states

Can do

Reason to

Energized to

Proactive 
behavior

Positive 
outcomes 
e.g.,  job 

performance, 
innovation

Parker et al., 2010



Flexible role orientation  proactivity (Parker et al., 2006; UK wire makers; 
Ohly & Fritz, 2007; German software developers; Dorenbosch et al., 2005; 
Dutch admin. employees)

Example 1: Identified 
motivation: ‘Because its my 
job’   

Flexible role 
orientation

Proactive 
Work 

Behavior



Reason to pathway
Example 2: Integrated motivation: ‘Because its who I am (and who I 

want to be)’

7“Future work self”

My future work self spends a lot of 
time teaching, explaining complex 
issues to students. My future self 
works collaboratively with other 
researchers in other disciplines … My 
future self is not constantly reminded 
of the need to be competitive. My 
future self is allowed to lead his 
research on whichever topic he likes, 
while using whatever approach he 
likes. My future self is free and has 
the professional stability necessary to 
be genuinely creative.” 
Graduate student in Philosophy

Strauss, Griffin & Parker 
(2012, JAP)

Proactive 
Career 

Behavior



Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational states

Can do

Reason to

Energized to

Proactive goal 
processes 

Proactive goal 
generation

Proactive goal 
striving

Positive 
outcomes e.g.,  

job 
performance, 

innovation



Energised to pathway

9

Positive 
mood

Activated 
mood

Engagement Proactive 
behavior

Den-Hartog & Belchak, 
2007; Fritz & 

Sonnentag, 2009

Bindl, Parker, 
Hagger-Johnson, 
Totterdell,  JAP,
2012



Leader

Can Do
Reason To
Energized To
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Leadership  proactive behavior

In both cases, important to go “beyond” predicting other behaviors

Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational states

Can do

Reason to

Energized to

Proactive 
Behavior

Voice
Taking charge

etc

Leaders

Actions 
they take

Systems & 
structures 
they put in 

place



Leader behaviour motivation  proactivity
• Recent review (Cai et al., in press) of social factors  proactivity

Cai, Parker, & Chen (in press) Journal of 
Organizational Behavior

Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational states

Can do (e.g., self-
efficacy)

Reason to (e.g., 
identification, 
commitment)

Energized to (e.g., 
thriving)

Proactive 
Behavior

Voice
Taking charge

etc
Leader Actions- Specific Behaviors

Vision (eg Griffin, Parker, Mason, 2010)

Signalling openness to ideas (eg Bienefeld
& Grote, 2014) 

Other specific behaviors

Leader Actions- General Styles
Transformational leadership (eg Den 

Hartog & Belchak, 2017), .20-.40
Empowering leadership (eg Chen et al., 

2001) .16-.53
Ethical leadership (e.g., Zhu et al., 2015) 

.19 - .48



Proactive 
motivational states

Can do

Reason to

Energized to

Proactive work 
behavior

(voice, individual 
innovation,etc)

Attachment avoidance

Attachment anxiety

Attachment style

Supervisor 
ratings

Negative p < .05
Positive p < .05

Leader secure base 
support

Leader Specific Behaviors

Employee 
ratings

Employee 
ratings

Wu & Parker, Journal of 
Management, 2017

N= 138 leader-
employee dyads

Example Leader Specific Behavior - Support



1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

Low attachment anxiety High attachment anxiety

Low leader secure-base support
High leader secure-base support

Role breadth 
self-efficacy 

(can do 
motivation)

Wu & Parker 
(2017)



Leadership  proactive behavior

Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational states

Can do

Reason to

Energized to

Proactive 
Behavior

Voice
Taking charge

etc

Leaders

Actions 
they take

Systems & 
structures 
they put in 

place
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Work design  proactive behavior

• Considerable evidence that enriched work design promotes proactive 
behaviour, often via proactive motivation

• Example: Job autonomy  self-efficacy (can do) + flexible role 
orientation (reason to) motivation  proactive problem solving 
(Parker et al., 2006)

Proactive 
motivational 

states

Role breadth self-
efficacy (can do)

Flexible role 
orientation
(Reason to)

Proactive 
problem 
solving

Work Design

Job Autonomy



But where do work designs come from?
• All organisations need to make two key decisions – how to divide labour & 

how to integrate effort
• Those in positions of authority make these decisions

• CEO decisions can affect the design of whole organisation (Mumford et al., 2017)
• Manager decisions can affect local work design (Piccolo et al., 2010)

Parker, Van den Broeck, 
Holman, 2017, Academy of 

Management Annals 



So do managers and leaders design enriched work?

• Descriptive study of naïve’ job designers (students) 
Campion & Stevens (1991)

• Found they tend to ‘naturally’ design Tayloristic jobs

• We replicated in a recent Australian sample
• Less than 3%  (2%) tried to design motivating jobs
• Sometimes 3 levels hierarchy for 4 roles!

• But what about managers? Do they design 
enriched and autonomous work?



Empirical study

• Extended study involving:
• Expanded samples of professionals and managers
• New ‘work design behavior measures

Parker, Andrei, van den Broeck (in press), Journal 
of Applied Psychology



Simulation A
….. It is already decided that Mary's job 
includes the following 4 tasks, which each take 
one hour per day.

1.     Making photocopies of Court_A
documents
2.     Filing Court_A documents in the correct 
folders
3.     Making photocopies of Court_B
documents
4.     Filing Court_B documents in correct folders

For this to be a full-time job, it needs 4 more 
one-hour tasks. Which FOUR of the following 
tasks would you allocate to Mary?  Please 
assume that Mary can readily carry out all of 
the tasks. Also note that any tasks not 
allocated to Mary will be assigned to other 
members of the team (so no tasks will be 
neglected). 

Simplified job



Simulation B
Four scenarios all designed to suggest “work” problems
- Warehouse worker
- Overloaded team of consultants
- Stressed managers in company, high turnover
- Hotel cleaners in luxury hotel with financial problems

Karen works in the warehouse for an on-line company. Her job is 
to fill the on-line orders. After clocking in, Karen logs into the 
hand-held device she uses. She is informed of an item she is to 
gather from the warehouse, as well as how long this is expected 
to take. Karen then moves quickly, sometimes running, to get 
the item and take it to despatch. She receives feedback as to 
whether she meets the time allocated or not. Karen repeats this 
process about fifteen times per day. About 50% of the time, 
Karen’s response is slower than the time that has been allocated 
for the task. 

Rate the effectiveness of each of the following in terms of how 
to respond to the situation:



Blame the person strategiesInform Karen that her pay will be reduced if 
she doesn’t improve her times

Ask Karen why her times are not being met

Discretely observe Karen’s behaviour to see 
how fast she is moving

Advise Karen to improve her physical fitness

Review whether the times allocated for 
gathering items are reasonable

Design more motivating work so that  tasks 
don't need to be timed

Send Karen on a training program

Redesign the jobs so that Karen and her 
colleagues have more meaningful work

Other strategies

Work design strategies

X 4 scenarios



Predictors of Work Design 
Approach/Strategies

Work Design “willingness”
• Openness to change values

• Conservation values

General Work Experience
• Managerial role

• Specific role experience

Work Design “capacity”
Theoretical knowledge
Professional expertise

Own Job Enrichment (‘tacit’)

(A) Job Simplification 
of Clerical Job

(B) Blame the Person 
Strategies

(B) Work Design 
Strategies

?



Predictors of Work Design Behavior

Work Design “willingness”
• Openness to change values

• Conservation values

General Work Experience
• Overall work experience
• Management experience

Work Design “capacity”
Theoretical knowledge
Professional expertise

Own Job Enrichment (‘tacit’)

(A) Job Simplification 
of Clerical Job

(B) Blame the Person 
Strategies

(B) Work Design 
Strategies

?
ns, -

+
-

+

+
+



Findings for managers

• Study 2 (human service professionals)
• Management non-significant, although exploratory analyses showed that, if 

the manager was “open to change”, then they designed better jobs

• Study 3 (general sample)
• Managers designed worse jobs

• Chose less enriching work design strategies  (b = -.16**)
• Chose more ‘blame the person’ strategies  (b = .14**)

Parker, Andrei, van den Broeck (in press), Journal 
of Applied Psychology



Leadership and work design

• Managers appear poor at designing enriched work, which is 
important given they have more opportunity than others to shape 
work design

• Why might this be so?
• Perhaps the ‘control’ responsibilities of a manager attract individuals who 

don’t like to give autonomy to others?
• Perhaps the role of a manager fuels the motivation to design low autonomy, 

high repetition work? 
• Perhaps it reflects their training (or lack of training)?
• Perhaps they would design enriched work for proactive people?

• Recommend more attention to how/why leaders and managers 
design work in the way they do  
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Future Directions

Proactive Motivation

Proactive 
motivational 

states

Can do
Reason to

Energized to

Proactive 
Behavior

Voice
Taking charge

etc

Leaders

Actions 
they take

Systems & 
structures 
they put in 

place
Work Design

Individual Proactive 
Capability

Job knowledge
Long term thinking

Integrated understanding
Requisite complexity

See Parker & Wu, 2014; 
also Cai, Parker, Chen (in 

press) 

Wise Proactivity
(“how”)

See Parker, Wang, & Liao, (in 
press) Annual Review of 
O&OP
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